1. INTRODUCTION Let M denote a compact real hyperbolic manifold with dimension m :::: 5 and with sectional curvature K = -1. Let ~l' ~2' ... '~k be a complete list of inequivalent exotic spheres of dimension m, where two exotic spheres are equivalent provided they are diffeomorphic, but not necessarily via an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism; cf. [14] . (The standard sphere is not included in this list. Note that k + 1 is the cardinality of the set of equivalence classes of elements ~ in the abelian group 8 m of homotopy spheres, where two elements of 8 m are equivalent if they are either identical or negatives of each other.) The main result of this paper is the following theorem. Remark. Let Ml and M2 denote two compact closed connected Riemannian manifolds which have strictly negative sectional curvature values and whose fundamental groups are isomorphic. Since both Ml and M;' are K (7t, 1 )-spaces, it follows that they must be homotopy equivalent to one another. Eells and Sampson showed there is a harmonic map representing a given homotopy class of homotopy equivalences; AI/ber and Hartmann showed this harmonic map is unique; cf. [24, 23, 25] . A problem with some history behind it is to determine whether or not Ml and M2 must be homeomorphic or diffeomorphic to one another. Cheeger showed in the mid-1970s that the total spaces of the twoframe bundles ~(Ml), ~(M2) are homeomorphic; cf. Proof of Lemma 2.1. First suppose that NI is concordant to N2 via a smooth structure N for N x [0, 1]. Since N is topologically a product, it follows from the topological invariance of Whitehead torsion and from the smooth scobordism theorem that N is a product in the smooth category (see [15, pp. 113-116] ). Thus, NI is orientation-preservingly diffeomorphic to N 2 , since NI = 8_ Nand N2 = 8+ N .
On the other hand, if there is a diffeomorphism f: NI -+ N2 ' which preserves orientation, then by Mostow's Rigidity Theorem (see [17] ), there is an Let N3 denote M#( -~), and suppose that f: NI -+ N2 is an orientatlOnreversing diffeomorphism; then arguing as above would yield a diffeomorphism g3: N2 -+ N3 such that the composite g3 0 f: NI -+ N3 is homotopic to the identity map of M and eventually yields that NI and N3 are concordant. In this way, we obtain the following extension of Lemma 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Because of Addendum 2.3, it suffices to prove that, for any pair (~, ~/) of distinct elements in em' M#~ is not concordant to M#~' . The proof of this given below is motivated by Brumfiel's paper [3] . correspond to ~ and ~' ,respectively. We recall that TOP /0 has an infinite delooping associated to the Whitney sum operation (see [2, p. 215] (c) ~m+2 is an isomorphism.
Suppose that Claim 2.4 is false, i.e., P; = P; . Then using 2.5(a), (b), and (d), we would get that ~m+2(PI) = 'L m + 2 (P 2 ). Thus, by 2.5(c), we have PI = P 2 ' which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.2.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.3
Before beginning the proof of Proposition 1.3, we must recall a fact about manifolds of constant negative curvature and state a lemma. It is well known that if if has radius of injectivity greater than 3a at P E if, there is a smooth map h: Sm-I X (0, 3) -+ if which satisfies the following properties.
(a) h is an embedding.
(b) For each q E Sm-I , the path g(t) = h(q, t) is a geodesic of speed a with limit t-+og(t) = P . 
In the following lemma, we let P denote a 2-plane tangent to Sm-l X [1, 2], and we let K'jj(P) denote the sectional curvature of P with respect to B( , ). We will first complete the proof of Proposition 1.3 based on Lemma 3.5. Then we will prove Lemma 3.5. (c) BI is constant in t near t = 1, 2.
We define a metric ( , )j on M#r. j as follows. -1 x (1,2) ).
where B is constructed from B as in 3.4.
It follows from 3.2, 3.6, and 3.7 that ( , ) j is well defined. It follows from 3.7 and from Lemma 3.5 that 
(a) A(
(c) There is a number C > 0, which is independent of (po' to)' such that for all integers k, s ~ 0 with k + s :::; 2 , the following must hold:
II Ik
Remark. Note that in 3.9(c) all of the smooth functions {g~, gt} depend on the choice of (po' to). An argument based on the compactness of Sm-I X [1 , 2] will show that C of 3.9(c) can be chosen to be independent of (po' to) provided the ( Finally, note that it follows from 3.9(c), 3.10(c) and 3.11 that 3.8(c) is satisfied.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
